AGM fish egg sorter 2nd gen

– further improved, more compact and cost-effective

In the past, eggs that had either not
been fertilized or had failed to develop properly had to be removed manually during the sorting process. With
an AGM Fish Egg Sorter, you can do
the job much faster and more accurately than is possible by hand.
The machine is now further improved
in this new and more compact version.

Award winnning technology – newly improved
AquaGen was awarded the Aqua Nor 2007 innovation prize for the machine. AquaGen and Skala Maskon (AGM) has
further developed this proven concept and now comes as
a new and more compact version. Rationalization of the
machine production also results in a substantial lower
cost of the machine.

manual control has proven unnecessary. This means that
the sorted eggs are of a higher quality, reducing the number
of damaged larvae, and thereby the risk of diseases during
production. Software enhancements also results in a more
robust machine that requires less calibration and support.
As the computer takes several pictures of each egg, the
counting becomes very precise.

Save time and money

Detailed reporting

The AGM Fish Egg Sorter has a proven record of replacing
existing automatic sorting technology and eliminating the
need for additional manual sorting, a monotonous and tiring job that not many people are willing to do. The finished
product is ready to market sooner, as the expensive hours
spent on manual sorting are cut out. The machine can be
integrated into a modern transportation system for eggs,
or set up as a “stand alone” unit with its own tank.1 operator may operate several machines, or have other responsibilities in addition. It all adds up to a great investment!

As the AGM Fish Egg Sorter works by computer analysis, it
is easy to retrieve statistics and reports, such as the number of eggs by quality class, size, etc. The machine is also
prepared for database management. The report is detailed
and is a very god documentation to include to the delivery.

Greater accuracy and higher quality
The machine takes up to six images of each egg, if required
- from both sides of a ratchet wheel. A computer classifies
the quality of the egg based on a number of criteria; unfertilized, size, pin eyes, coagulations and, of course, dead eggs.
As the quality of the camera, software and technology
increases, the grading also has become more precise and
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Solid results from a number of installations
After the installation of more than 30 machines worldwide,
we have many great references, and the AGM fish egg sorter
is characterized as a revolution in the industry.
The result is a significantly reduced number of divergent
eggs, less mortality, improved hygiene and reduced
stress associated with picking of dead fry.
The machines are being used today by Aquagen Norway
and Chile, Marine Harvest, Stofnfiskur, Bolaks, Sjøtroll,
Aakvik, Rauma, Haukvik, Trautex and Hougton springs.
And most manufacturers have multiple machines.
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Compact, tried and tested solution
The fish egg sorter classifies eggs as ready for sale, rejected or
uncertain.

With an AGM Fish Egg Sorter, you can do the job much
faster and more accurately than is possible by hand.

Technical data
Sorting capacity

Approx. 130 000 eggs/h*

Width:

465 mm

Length:

550-850 mm

Height:

1650 mm

Potential
difference:

230 VAC single phase
+ N 50 Hz

Control voltage:

24 VDC internal supply

Power
consumption:

10 A

Air pressure:

Min. 2 Bar

Air consumption:

Approx. 20 l/min

Water pressure:

Min. 2 Bar

Water consumption:

Approx. 10 l/min

The AGM Fish Egg Sorter is robustly built, and is currently in use
at a number of leading Norwegian producers of salmon eggs. The
machine is thoroughly tested through 30 or so machines, and is
highly reliable and accurate. The compact design makes it easy to
find a space for it. The machine is easy to operate from it’s clearly
laid out operator panel, and the stainless steel finish makes it
robust, hygienic and easy to disinfect.

Advanced vision technology
Scorpion Vision Software® from Tordivel AS is an
independent and open software tool for industrial
vision control. Used in the AGM fish egg sorter,
Scorpion Vision Software® analyses the embryo
images captured by the system. First the outline of the eggs is
detected. Then the intensity of pixels within this circular region determines whether eggs are dead or damaged. To determine whether an
egg is good, the growing embryo is assumed to have two eyes. These
will appear as dark areas within the image.
The inspection results with a number of reports are visualised in
Scorpion Vision Software’s flexible and extensive graphical user
interface.

*) Capacity per hour – depending of lot quality
Skala Maskon is a Norwegian company that specialises in planning, designing and manufacturing specialist industrial
machinery, robots and automation systems. Material handling and vision-based technology are two of our core areas. Skala
Maskon has worked closely with several major companies in the aquaculture industry and has developed several technological innovations to the industry. Best known is the vaccination machine, earlier versions of the egg sorting machine and
a high-volume production line for triploid eggs. Skala AS is the owner of Skala Maskon AS, and is also a key partner for the
development of integrated solutions for the food industry.
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